Pièce de résistance to sensitively experience as a human being

Toshiyuki Namai

[Introduction]
You are now expected to sensitively imagine and feel the delicate nuance the following philosophical poem expresses for you to be a genuine rational existent here on earth.

All you need for you to refine a sense of beauty through experiencing this philosophical poem is what is called “immaculate spirit.”

I’d like you to live in the sphere of Toshiyuki Namai’s spirituality as an immaculate existent breathing here on earth. No specific knowledge is necessary in order to sensitively imagine and feel in this poetic experience given.
Pièce de résistance to sensitively experience as a human being

not to feel anything in your daily life gives you nothing at all
reversely, to feel something positively gives you something meaningful to breathe here on earth

are you sensitive enough to feel what you need?
or, you are sensitive enough to feel what you don’t need

to feel, or not to feel
it is a vital question for everyone who dwells here on earth

you need to be wise enough to breathe well to feel something necessary and unnecessary as a human being who received life as a gift given

life was given to you
therefore, life has an essential meaning in it

to live is absolutely “to feel” without a doubt

pièce de résistance for a human being is to feel something momentarily day after day obviously, to feel really guides you to breathe well

to feel is the very basis of living as an immaculate existent universally

to feel is a pre-requisite for your valuable thinking
now, find your real entrance to enter for your thinking